NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. ATM MODEL MCM-001 CONTROL MODULE IS DESIGNED TO OPERATE ANY STANDARD ATM MOTOR DRIVEN ATTENUATOR OR PHASE SHIFTER WITH OPTION "-24" DC MOTOR. THE MODULE IS EQUIPPED WITH RED (MAX) & GREEN (MIN) LED POSITION INDICATORS AND TOGGLE SWITCH CONTROL. THERE IS ALSO A 9 PIN D SUB MIN. CONNECTOR THAT ALLOWS YOU TO READ THE TRACKING POTENTIOMETER ON THE MOTOR DRIVEN UNIT FROM THE CONTROL MODULE.
2. MCM IS ALSO SUPPLIED WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
(1 EACH) SELF-SWITCHING (120 VAC-230 VAC TO 24 VDC, 1.25 AMPS MAX) POWER SUPPLY.
(1 EACH) 6 FT CABLE USED BETWEEN THE MCM AND MOTORIZED DEVICE.
(1 EACH) POWER CORD 7'6"